
Features

Stunning graphics! Our digital printing 

process ensures crisp details on even the 

most complex logos for maximum clarity

Potential uses include admission and 

tracking for trade shows, amusement 

parks, events, museums, aquariums and 

zoos

Durable permanent materials, no paper 

layers

Product 
Print Options

Barcode . Data Matrix . QR Code . Serial 

Number . Text 

Product 
Functionality

Abrasion Resistance . Chemical 

Resistance . Heat Resistance .

UV/Outdoor Durability 

Popular 
Applications

Theme parks . Trade show . Zoo 

Category
Access Control . Plastic Labels . Plastic 

Hanging Tags . Security/Destructible 

Labels

More effective and time-saving than 

traditional ticket systems, each wristband 

features a durable adhesive-closure. This 

adhesive-closure eliminates the ease of 

tampering and removal, which reduces 

revenue loss from reuse and pass-along. 

Using wristbands gives you all-access to 

successful event management.
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Specifications Data

Material Polypropylene

Bar Code & Serialization Bar code and human-readable equivalent is produced using the latest high-resolution digital technology available, which provides 

excellent clarity and easy scanning. Standard symbologies include 2D and QR code.

Label Copy The label copy may include block type, stylized type, logos or other designs.

Colors Standard colors include black, red, yellow, green or blue. Custom spot colors are also available at no additional charge. Due to 

contrast needed for the bar code scanner, all bar codes are black.

Standard Adhesive High performance adhesive

Packaging 248mm x 25mm

Holes Produced and shipped in sheets

Shipment 14 business days

Chemical Testing
Exposure tests were performed on RFID wristbands. These tests included exposure to chemicals/products normally in 

contact with wristbands at outdoor events and waterparks. All wristbands lose their adhesive bond at 72 hours 

submerged. This does not occur when the product is applied in normal usage scenarios. 

Chemical Test Data

Full sample 
submersion chlorine water

saline pool 
water tap water insect repellent sunscreen hand lotion hand soap

hand soap 72+hours 72+hours 72+hours 72+hours 72+hours 72+hours 72+hours
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